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About Alex
"Just start, course-correct as you go."
I have been a professional pilot for 21 years. I am Air Force trained and
served 10 years in the South African Air Force. My final 3 years were spent
flying formation aerobatic displays with the

Silver Falcons,

the

National

Aerobatic Display Team of the SA Air Force.
This High Risk environment has little margin for error. Team work, discipline
and trust are key ingredients for success. My role was to follow my leader, in
all

manoeuvres.

If

we

went

fast,

upside-down

or

through

turbulence,

I

followed.

I am extremely passionate about High Performance Teams. I love talking
about them, understanding how they operate and uncovering what we can all
learn from them.

I've operated in, studied, and interviewed High Performance Teams from all
over

the

globe.

I'm

the

host

of

both

the

World

Championship

Air

Race

podcast & the Global Top 5% podcast: Alex MacPhail Podcast.

After over 100 interviews with some of the worlds' top achievers, including
many World Champions, I have key insights to share.

We can all learn from the lessons of High Performance Teams. The disciplines
and habits of top achievers, with the principle of INCREMENTAL GAINS, will
help your organisation improve.
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Strategy vs Tactics
Normal vs Non-Normal
The Trust Factor
Operational Review Operations
Leading Diverse Teams
Diversion Decision Making

SpeAking Topics
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CLIENT FEEDBACK
ROBERT J. VAN EYDEN

LINDSAY VAN DER WIELE

ADAM CRAKER

ANDY WRIGHT

CEO OF FNB STOCKBROKING

MEDITECH SOUTH AFRICA

CEO - IQBUSINESS

SALES EXECUTIVE - SALESFORCE

I would highly recommend Alex as a

A strong message that came through

Alex had a significant impact in his

high-performance speaker/presenter/

to us was that teamwork is not an

presentation at our Partner retreat with

consultant; he seamlessly knits his

option in the cockpit, or in any other

his wing man learnings and

learnings from his career in aviation

winning team

Preparation - Precision - Review cycle

into the corporate environment.

standing out.

Alex was a superb inspirational
speaker for Vetforce UK... As a
seasoned podcast host, Alex had no
problem in captivating our audience ...
his story oozed positivity and humility.

An extremely refreshing and wellappreciated approach."

DR NICKSY GUMEDE-MOLETSI

VISHAL HIREMATH

UNITED NATIONS

FOUNDER AND CEO AT JETCLUB

PERCY ERASMUS

MELANI FRENCH

HEAD: DIGITAL CHANNELS &
DESIGN AT MOMENTUM IX

EXECUTIVE BUSINESS
ENABLEMENT - DVT

Great job Alex, people like you are the

"Alex did an introductory High

We've thoroughly enjoyed Alex

Alex has motivated and encouraged

anchor of this country

Performance Class for our team and it

masterful presentation on High

our IT team with his inspirational talk

was very interesting, insightful and

Performing Teams. His enthusiasm

around high performance teams. His

excellently executed.

and dedication was found inspiring and

focus on core values, team

I highly recommend Alex for any

motivational. Alex earns my highest

collaboration and reflection has struck

company or team looking to become a

recommendation."

a few chords.

high performing organization."
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The phenomena you see pictured here is called ‘St Elmo's Fire'. This unique photo was captured while flying at 38000’
near the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). It occurs on the windscreen of an airliner and is an indicator of
tropical thunderstorms nearby.
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